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Pope?s Quotes: No to pessimism, no sourpusses
Dennis Coday
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Highlights from Pope Francis? apostolic exhortation, Evangelii Gaudium (?The Joy of the Gospel?) [1] issued
today. Don't given in to the prophets of doom, he says, quoting John XXIII.

84. The joy of the Gospel is such that it cannot be taken away from us by anyone or anything (cf. Jn
16:22). The evils of our world ? and those of the Church ? must not be excuses for diminishing our
commitment and our fervour. Let us look upon them as challenges which can help us to grow. With
the eyes of faith, we can see the light which the Holy Spirit always radiates in the midst of
darkness, never forgetting that ?where sin increased, grace has abounded all the more? (Rom 5:20).
Our faith is challenged to discern how wine can come from water and how wheat can grow in the
midst of weeds. Fifty years after the Second Vatican Council, while distressed by the troubles of
our age and far from naive optimism, our greater realism must not mean any less trust in the Spirit
or less generosity. In this sense, we can once again listen to the words of Blessed John XXIII on the
memorable day of 11 October 1962: ?At times we have to listen, much to our regret, to the voices
of people who, though burning with zeal, lack a sense of discretion and measure. In this modern age
they can see nothing but prevarication and ruin ? We feel that we must disagree with those prophets
of doom who are always forecasting disaster, as though the end of the world were at hand. In our
times, divine Providence is leading us to a new order of human relations which, by human effort
and even beyond all expectations, are directed to the fulfilment of God?s superior and inscrutable
designs, in which everything, even human setbacks, leads to the greater good of the Church?.[65]
85. One of the more serious temptations which stifles boldness and zeal is a defeatism which turns
us into querulous and disillusioned pessimists, ?sourpusses?.
This just may be the first time ?sourpusses? appears in an official papal document.
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